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Candance, I sincerely thank you for attempting to lift the dark shroud
that has, in recent times, been lurking over India and the Indian
male population at large. After reading almost all the comments

here (and your replies to them), I dont really have anything much or
different to share here. Each person has their own experiences

anywhere, anytime and has their own way at handling/reacting to
them! As an Indian woman from Mumbai (albeit now settled in NYC),
I too have had my fair share of being ogled at and the likes. And at
those very moments, nothing seems more appropriate than simply
running away from the scene! But a different approach to a similar
situation has always yielded a different result. While I completely

believe and genuinely feel for all the misery that Michaela had to go
through during her stay in India, I cant help but wonder if its fair to

blame/shun the rest of the billion something people for the actions of
a handful (more than that, really) of idiots! We talk about change,

we talk about respect for women, we talk about the gun control laws
here.. but little do we realize that its our own close-mindedness that

results in most of this. If only we change our attitudes a bit more,
and stereotype/generalize a bit less, who knows! Things could take a
turn for the better.. So, once again, THANK YOU for being that candle

glowing in the dark and for making me shed a happy tear for my
country.. Dredg released one EP in 2010, a four-song EP titled 'Strike
Anywhere In Defiance Of Empty Times 2012' . In 2012, Karl Baker,
bassist Mario Cruz and drummer Steve Schipper toured with the

album launch for The American Parks to promote the album, and the
tour went to a great reception. In 2013, Dredg signed with Hells

Headbangers, a label founded by Ryan Halloran, and they released
their first full length, Red & Gold, Red & Gold .
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